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This note supplements a paper [3] concerning trace forms for struc- 
turable algebras, written jointly with B. N. Allison, At the time of our 
writing that paper, we were both convinced of the truth of the theorem 
stated below but, lacking a proof of it, we did not attempt to include it 
in [3]. 
Structurable algebras were defined by Allison in [ 1 ] as algebras (G’, - ) 
with 1 and involution - satisfying 
for all x, y, z in (&, ~ ), where 
V,,,(z) = (XYb + Wb ~ W)Y (1) 
and TX = V,,, (= V,,,). He called a symmetric bilinear form g on (&, -) 
inoariant [l, p. 1443 in case 
d-c 3 =&3x> Y)? be% Y) = g(x, FY) (2) 
for all x, y, z in (&, - ). In particular, he used the invariant form 
<x5 Y> = WLxj+J (3) 
on finite-dimensional structurable algebras (&, - ). 
THEOREM. Let (&, - ) be a finite-dimensional central simple structurable 
algebra over afield @ of characteristic 0, and let g be an invariant symmetric 
bilinear form on (XI, ~ ). Then g is a scalar multiple of any nonzero invariant 
form on (d, - ). In particular, g is a scalar multiple of ( , ) in (3). 
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The proof of this theorem is a straightforward generalization of the proof 
for Jordan algebras as given in [S, pp. 3363393. It uses the Lie algebra 
X(&, -)=$@Instrl(d, -)@N (4) 
associated with (&, -) [2, p. 18421, where the inner structure Lie algebra 
Instrl(d, - ) is the Lie algebra spanned by the operators I’, y in (1). One 
difference in the proof here is that the invariant form g ‘is transferred 
directly to an associative symmetric bilinear form on the Lie algebra 
Instrl(d, - ) instead of being transferred first to such a form on the inner 
derivation Lie algebra Inder(&, - ), a subalgebra of Instrl(&, - ). 
If Y = {s in SS’: S= -s}, then N in (4) is M = {(x, s): x in d, s in Y’} 
and 2 is @-isomorphic to Jlr under a linear map n -+ ti, so any element X 
in the Lie algebra Xx(&‘, -) in (4) may be written as 
X= (y, s)- + A + (x, r) (5) 
for x, y in d; r, s in Y; A in Instrl(d, -). For any A in Instrl(d, -), it is 
convenient to use Allison’s notation 
A6=A+R;iTiT, A”=A - L(l,,A(I) (6) 
[l, p. 1361. Then 
CA, K,,l= I/,x,,+ vx,.4Ey (7) 
for all x, y in &; A in Instrl(&, -) [2, Eq. (12)]. If g is invariant on 
(&‘, -), the proof of [l, Eqs. (42)] is valid for g as well as for ( , ), so 
AAx, Y) = -g(x, 0) (8) 
and 
gwx, Y) = -gb, A”W (9) 
for all x, y in (&, - ); A in Instrl(d, -). Also multiplication in X(&, -) is 
defined, for Xi= (y,, si)* +A,+ (xi, ri) in X(d, -), by [Xi, X,] =X in 
(5), where 
y= -A”,y,+s,x*+A;y,-s,x,, (10) 
S=y,y*-y,y,-A~~s*+A”,6s,, (11) 
A = -vx*.y, -LA, + CA,, A21 + vqy,+ L,,L,, (12) 
x= -r,y,+A,x*+r,y,-A,x,, (13) 
r=A~r,--AA6,r,+~~X~-x~~~. (14) 
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If g is an invariant form on a structurable algebra (S, -), then 
dxz, Y) = Ax, YF) (15) 
for all x, y, z in (d, -) [ 1, p. 1443. It follows from (1) and (15) that 
g(V,,.w, z) = g(xJ, ZW) + g(wY, z-3 - g(w% ZV) (16) 
for all w, x, y, z in (-01, - ). Hence 
g(I/,,yw,z)=dvw,,x> Y)=g(vyJz, w)=g(v,,wY?x) (17) 
by (16) and (2). Any elements A, B of Instrl(d, -) may be written as 
(18) 
so (17) implies that 
1 g(AWj, zj) = C g(BXi, Yi) (19) 
i i 
for A, B in (18). The expression on the left of (19) is independent of the 
way A is written in (18), and the expression on the right is independent of 
the way B is written in (18). Hence 
h(A, B) = 1 g(AWj, Zj) = C g(Bxi, Yi) (20) 
i I 
defines a single-valued function from Instrl(d, -) x Instrl(.&‘, -) into @. 
Clearly h is a symmetric bilinear form on the Lie algebra Instrl(&, -). We 
wish to show that it is associative: 
NC4 Cl, B) = &A CC, Bl) (21) 
for all A, B, C in Instrl(d, -). By (18) it is sufficient to show that 
for all w, x, y, z in d; C in Instrl(d, ~ ). By (20) the first term of (22) is 
g(CC, KJw4. BY (7), (20), and (8) the second term of (22) is 
wx,,> vcw,. + K,C~,)=g(K,ycw, z)+gK,p, CEz) = g(v,,,cw~ z)- 
g(CV,,,w z) =g(CV,,,, Clw, zh implying (22). 
Next we wish to extend the associative form h on Instrl(d, -) to an 
associative symmetric bilinear form on the Lie algebra X(&, -). For this 
we require two more formulas. Since 2L,L, = T,, - V,,, for all r, s in Y [2, 
Eq. (6)], we have, for any A in Instrl(d, -), 2h(L,L,, A)=h( V,,=, A)- 
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NV,,,, A) = g(A(l), 3-gW, s)=g(Nl), rs)-g(Ar, s)= -&A(l), s)- 
g(Ar, s) = -g(A%, S) by (6), (20), and (2), implying 
h(L,L,, A) = -tg(A%, s) (23) 
for all r, s in 9; A in Instrl(d, -). Also (2) and (15) imply that 
gb-6 Y) = +a XY - YX) (24) 
for all s in 9; x, y in d. 
For Xi= (y,, si)- +A,+ (xi, ri) in -X(&, -), let 
G(XI, Xd=g(xl, y2)+g(x2, ~,)-+g(r,,s~) 
-tg(r2,s,)+h(Al,A2). (25) 
Clearly G is a symmetric bilinear form on X(&, -). Then (25) and (1Ok 
(14) imply that 
=g(-r2y,+A,x2+r,y2-A2x,, 14 
+g(x,,--A;y,+s,x,+A”,y,-s,x,) 
-ig(Afr,-Air, +x,X2-x2X1, s3) 
- Mr3, Y, Y2 - Y, Y1 - 4’s, + 4Q2) 
+ 4 - vx*. y,-L,,L,,+CA,,A*l+V,,,,,+L,,L,,,A,) 
=dr2y3, Y~)+~(~,,,,,, ~l)-fdr~~ Y~.P~-Y~Y~) 
+g(x,,A;y,)+g(Azx,,y,)-~g(xzx,-x,x,,s,) 
- 4 vx,, Y2’ A,)+g(x,,s,x,)+h(L,,L,,, A,) 
-4dr1, A++&,, s3x2)-dr3y2, Y,) 
-Ig(A~r,,s,)--h(L,,L,,,A,)-g(A3x2, Y,) 
+~g(A~r,,s,)+h(CA,,A,l,A,)-g(x,,A;y,) 
+ tg(r,, A7Q2) 
= G(CJ’2, X,1, X,) 
by (2), (20), (15), (24), (23), (9), (21), and (8). That is, the symmetric 
bilinear form G(X, Y) in (25) is an associative form on the Lie algebra 
Jf-(dc4, -). 
Proof of Theorem. The invariant form g on (&, ~ ) determines the 
associative form G in (25) on ,X(&, -). If 8 is any nonzero invariant form 
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on (&, -), it determines similarly a nonzero associative form G on 
X(&$, - ). Since (d, - ) is central simple, X(&, ~ ) is a finite-dimensional 
central simple Lie algebra [2, Corollaries 6, 93 with (nondegenerate) 
Killing form 
B(X, Y) = tr(ad X)(ad Y). 
Then G and G are scalar multiples of B [4, p. 104, Ex. 93: 
G(X, Y)=crB(X, Y), 6(X, Y) = &B(X, Y) 
for a, oi # 0 in @. Hence G = /3G, where /I = cr/oi. Then (25) implies that 
gk Y) = G(b, 01, (Y, 0)“) = B@(x, 01, (Y, 0)“) = B&, Y), as desired. 
Since ( , ) in (3) is a nonzero invariant form on (&, ~ ), g is a scalar 
multiple of ( , ). 
Remark. This theorem is not true in general for simple structurable 
algebras. For example, let (a, - ) be the 2-dimensional (Jordan) algebra of 
all complex numbers over the reals with identity mapping as -. Then 
g(a + bi, c + di) = ac - bd and &a + bi, c + di) = ad + bc are both invariant 
forms on (&, - ), but g is not a scalar multiple of 2. 
EXAMPLE. Let z&’ be a Cayley algebra over @, and let - be the 
involution defined by X = t(x) 1 -x. Then (a, -) is a central simple 
structurable algebra. It is shown in [3, Theorem 43 that, if B(X, Y) is the 
Killing form on X(d, - ) and 
.0x, Y) = B((x, 01, (Y, 0)“) 
for x, y in d, then f is an invariant form on (&, -). In [3, Sect. 31 it is 
shown that f=g( , ). 
Note added in proof: By an argument similar to the one establishing 
Proposition 1.9 of [6], it is possible to give a proof of our theorem without 
using the relationship between (&‘, - ) and Xx(&‘, - ). This direct proof is 
not only simpler; it is also valid for characteristic 22, 3 (the last sentence 
of our theorem is valid for characteristic 0 or p > dim &). Of course 
formula (25) retains independent interest, since it gives the Killing form 
B(X, Y) of X(Z$, -) as a scalar multiple of the form (25) obtained from 
any nonzero g. 
If 2 is any nonzero invariant form on a finite-dimensional central simple 
structurable algebra (z&‘, ~ ) over @ of characteristic # 2, 3, then 2 is non- 
degenerate. There exists a unique linear operator F on ~2 satisfying 
Wx, Y) = gk Y) (26) 
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for all x, y in d. Then (2) and (26) imply that g(F(zx), y) = g(zx, y) = 
g(x, Zy) = g(Fx, Zy) = g(z(Fx), y) for all x, y, z in 5;4, so F(zx) = z(l;x) for 
all x, z in d; that is, I; commutes with every left multiplication L,. 
Similarly, F commutes with every right multiplication. Finally, F also com- 
mutes with -, since g(E, y) = g(Fx, j) = g(x, 7) = g(X, y) = &Fe?, y) for 
every y in & by (2) and (26). Since (,Qz’, -) is central simple over rls, we 
have F= fl2 for some j3 in @, and g(x, y) = g(Fx, y) = &(x, y), as desired. 
We note that a similar argument gives a short proof of [4, p. 104, Ex. 93 
for arbitrary characteristic. 
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